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BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE 
Choral Choice 
DECEMBER:
DELPHIAN DCD34095 
Judith Weir Choral 
Works
Gonville & Caius, Geoffrey 
Webber

BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE 
Opera Choice 
DECEMBER:
harmonia mundi 
HMC952088/90 
Handel Agrippina
René Jacobs

BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE 
DVD Choice 
DECEMBER:
811063011090 
Music Makes a City: 
Louisville

BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE
Instrumental Choice
DECEMBER:
ONYX4073 Schubert 
Sonatas 
Shai Wosner

 

BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE

Christmas Choice
CHRISTMAS:
harmonia mundi 
HMU807565
The Christmas Story 
Paul Hillier 



GRAMOPHONE CHOICE, 
CRITIC’S CHOICE 
DECEMBER:
Delphian DCD34072 
In the Beginning 
Choir of Merton College, 
Oxford / Peter Phillips, 
Benjamin Nicholas, 

Beth Mackay [mezzo]

GRAMOPHONE CHOICE 
DECEMBER:
Actes Sud ASM06 
Stravinsky L’Oiseau 
de feu, Glazunov Les 
Orientales 
Les Siecles / 

François-Xavier Roth

GRAMOPHONE 
CRITIC’S CHOICE 
DECEMBER:
harmonia mundi 
HMC902042/45 
Telemann Complete 
Tafelmusik 
Freiburger Barockorchester

GRAMOPHONE 
CRITIC’S CHOICE 
DECEMBER: 
Signum Classics 
SIGCD235 
Naked Byrd 2  
Armonici Consort

OPERA MAGAZINE
Disc of the Month: 
Bel Air BAC067/BAC467 
Rise and Fall of the 
City of Mahagonny

Mariusz Kwiecien will 
have a 7-page interview 
in anticipation of hm 
UK’s release of Slavic 
Arias on January 9



IRR NOVEMBER
MARIINSKY
MAR0513 / MAR0515 
Tchaikovsky
Symphonies Nos 4-6 
DVD & Blu-Ray  
Mariinsky Orchestra / 
Valery Gergiev
     
     
     
    
 

IRR DECEMBER
DELPHIAN DCD34091 
Crawford String 
Quartets 
Edinburgh Quartet

IRR DECEMBER
HARMONIA MUNDI 
HMU807427 
Schubert Quintet/
Tokyo Quartet wt David 
Watkin

     
     
     
    
 

BUILDING A LIBRARY  
LSO LIVE 
LSO0007 Symphonie 
Fantastique
London Symphony 
Orchestra / Colin Davis
     
     
     
     
     
     
 

BUILDING A LIBRARY 
ORFEO D’OR 
C600031B Beethoven 
Symphony No 6
Carlos Kleiber    

BUILDING A LIBRARY

DISTRIBUTED LABELS: 
ACTES SUD, ALIA VOX, AMBRONAY, APARTE, ARTE VERUM, AUDITE, BEL AIR CLASSIQUES, CHRISTOPHORUS,  CSO RESOUND, DELPHIAN, FRAPROD,  

GLOSSA, harmonia mundi, HAT[NOW]ART, HYPHEN PRESS MUSIC, K617, KML, LA DOLCE VOLTA, LSO LIVE,  MARIINSKY,  MELISANDE FILMS, 
MIRARE, MODE, MUSO, NASCOR, O N Y X, OPAL, OPELLA NOVA, ORFEO, PAN CLASSICS, PARADIZO, PEARL, PHILHARMONIA BAROQUE, 

PHIL.HARMONIE, PIANO CLASSICS, PRAGA DIGITALS, RADIO FRANCE, RAM, RCOC, RCO LIVE, SFZ MUSIC, SIGNUM CLASSICS, STRADIVARIUS, 
UNITED ARCHIVES, WAHOO, WALHALL ETERNITY, WERGO, WIGMORE HALL LIVE, WINTER & WINTER, YSAYE

front cover:
Jean-Guihen Queyras 

[Vivaldi Cello Concertos, 
HMC902095]



RELEASE DATE
5TH DECEMBER 2011

Label: Onyx Classics
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: Onyx4076
Barcode: 880040407621
NORMAL Price CD
Packaging: cristal
James Ehnes [violin]
Sydney Symphony 
Vladimir Ashkenazy [conductor & piano]

TCHAIKOVSKY Violin Concerto
Valse-Scherzo, Sérénade mélancolique, Souvenir d’un lieu cher
James Ehnes
Sydney Symphony
Vladimir Ashkenazy

After his acclaimed recording of Mendelssohn’s Violin Concerto, for Onyx Classics, and current Gramophone CD of the
Month [on Chandos], James Ehnes once again collaborates with Vladimir Ashkenazy for a Tchaikovsky programme,
recorded live in Sydney. This CD contains Tchaikovsky’s complete works for violin andorchestra, plus a delightful bonus
of the 'Souvenir d’un lieu cher' accompanied by Ashkenazy on piano.

• Advertising in Gramophone and BBC Music Magazine

"The brisk immediacy of the opening Allegro gives Ehnes a chance to show off his brilliant passage work from the start.
He is utterly in charge yet never sacrificesexpressiveness for precision and technical excellence". Classic FM Magazine
(ONYX4060) 

"Ehnes’ sweet, soaring solo, immaculate intonation and sensitive phrasing is beautifullymatched by the Philharmonia
orchestra conducted by Vladimir Ashkenazy". BBC R3 CD Review (ONYX4060) 

"The first thing that hits you about Ehnes's reading is the rhythmic propulsion of theconcerto’s outer movements, which
lifts the music, revealing its glorious bone structure. In the hands of lesser musicians than Ehnes and Ashkenazy, his
could simply sound fast, yet there is so much compelling, beautifully observed phrasing that the effect is
insteadcompletely uplifting". Gramophone Editor’s Choice (ONYX4060)



RELEASE DATE
5TH DECEMBER 2011

Label: Onyx Classics
File Under: Classical/Crossover
Catalogue No: Onyx4087
Barcode: 880040408727
LOW Price DVD
Packaging: DVD
 
Viktoria Mullova [violin]
Matthew Barley Ensemble:
Matthew Barley [cello]
Julian Joseph [piano]
Paul Clarvis [drums & perc]
Sam Walton [marimba, vib & perc]

The Making of 'The Peasant Girl'
Documentary and recording session footage
Viktoria Mullova,
Matthew Barley Ensemble

Released in the summer of 2011, Viktoria Mullova’s genre defying recording 'The Peasant Girl' was released to critical
acclaim and much media coverage. A world tour for the album is now underway. 
This DVD charts the making of the recording at London’s prestigious Abbey Road Studios, and the camera catches
Viktoria and the Matthew Barley Ensemble performing complete tracks and relaxing and
talking between sessions. The documentary is a moving insight into the 'Peasant Girl' project, why and how it all came
together.
• This is music making of the highest order. Viktoria’s rural origins in Ukraine are reflected in the programme that
combines elements of classical music and jazz and reflects the phenomenal influence that the gypsies have had on
swathes of 20th century music.
'The Peasant Girl' is blissfully free from the misleading shackles of genre.

• Advertising in Gramophone and BBC Music Magazine.

DuOud arr. Barley: For Nedim
John Lewis/Bratsch arr. Barley: Django
Florian Hermann arr. Barley: Dark Eyes
Bratsch arr. Barley: Er Nemo Klantz with Bartok Duos
Weather Report (Joe Zawinul) arr. Barley: The Peasant
Bartok: 7 Duos with improvisations
Barley: Yura
Bratsch arr. Barley: Bi Lovengo
Weather Report (Joe Zawinul) arr. Barley: The Pursuit of the Woman with the Feathered Hat



RELEASE DATE
5TH DECEMBER 2011

Label: Onyx Classics
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: Onyx4075
Barcode: 880040407522
NORMAL Price CD
Packaging: digipack
Christianne Stotijn [mezzo soprano]
Joseph Breinl [piano]

Stimme der Sehnsucht: lieder by Pfitzner, Strauss & Mahler
Christianne Stotijn
Joseph Breinl

"In 'Stimme der Sehnsucht,' a poem by Carl Busse, the voice of longing is depicted as a mysterious whispering sound, a
dark and confused spirit from Thule, a mythical island beyond the boundaries of the world. Edgar Allan Poe’s poem
'Dream-land' portrays Thule as a surreal realm of melancholy and dread, while Rainer Maria Rilke wrote: ‘That is longing:
living in turmoil and having no home in time'." Christianne Stotijn

Christianne Stotijn’s recital of Lieder by Pfitzner, Mahler and Strauss confronts powerful emotions – longing, loving, grief,
and a desperate wish to turn the clock back to happier times. The collection is dominated by the theme of night, an
exploration of dreams,
restlessness and darkness.
This is a thoughtful and moving programme from one of the outstanding mezzos of our time. Christianne Stotijn’s
previous recordings for ONYX have been praised and her song recital CD 'Tchaikovsky Romances' (ONYX4034) was
awarded a BBC Music Magazine Award in 2010.

• BBC Music Magazine also awarded Stotijn five stars for her Mahler recording 'Urlicht' (ONYX4014), while Michael
Kennedy praised the CD as "One of my discs of the year" in The Sunday Telegraph.

• Her debut CD for ONYX, featuring Lieder by Schubert, Berg and Wolf (ONYX4009), also received five stars from BBC
Music Magazine, and the Philadelphia Daily News called the album “Easily the most impressive art-song disc in years”.

• Advertising in Gramophone and BBC Music Magazine

PFITZNER Stimme der Sehnsucht, Nachts, Abschied, Lockung, Nachtwanderer, Zum Abschied meiner Tochter
STRAUSS Staendchen, Des Dichters Abendgang, Schlechters Wetter, Nachtgang, All mein’ Gedanken, Befreit,
Zueignung
MAHLER Kindertotenlieder

also available:
ONYX 4009 Schubert • Berg • Wolf
ONYX 4014 Mahler • Urlicht
ONYX 4034 Tchaikovsky Romances



RELEASE DATE
5TH DECEMBER 2011

Label: Bel Air Classiques
File Under: Classical/Ballet &
Dance
Catalogue No: BAC073
Barcode: 3760115300736
normal price DVD
Packaging: DVD
Marie: Nina Kaptsova
Prince: Artem Ovcharenko 
Drosselmeyer: Denis Savin
Stahlbaum: Alexey Loparevich
Mrs. Stahlbaum: Olga Suvorova
Mouse King: Pavel Dmitrichenko
She-Devil: Victoria Litvinova
He-Devil: Morikhiro Ivata
The Bolshoi Ballet
/ Pavel Klinichev

Bolshoi Ballet Collection: The Nutcracker
Libretto by Yuri Grigorovich based on the story by E.T.A Hoffmann with Marius
Petipa 
The Bolshoi Ballet

Choreography by Yuri Grigorovich, Set and costume designs Simon Virsaladze, Lighting design Mikhail Sokolov

A masterpiece of classical dance, and a Christmas favourite with audiences everywhere, this Nutcracker is a magical
version of the score by Tchaikovsky filmed at the Bolshoi Theatre.
Since its première in Saint-Petersburg in 1892, The Nutcracker has been one of the most successful classical ballets and
Tchaikovsky's score has become one of his most famous compositions. Yuri Grigorovich deals with Hoffmann’s fantastic
imagery and takes ideas from Marius Petipa’s scenario: battle of the mice, snowflakes flurry, character dances executed
by the dolls that came to life… 
The most talented soloists of the Bolshoi Ballet appear in this production including Nina Kaptsova (Marie) and Artem
Ovcharenko (the Nutcracker Prince) and Denis Savin (Drosselmeyer).



RELEASE DATE
5TH DECEMBER 2011

Label: Bel Air Classiques
File Under: Ballet & Dance
Catalogue No: BAC473
Barcode: 3760115304734
NORMAL price Blu-ray
Packaging: bluray
Marie: Nina Kaptsova
Prince: Artem Ovcharenko 
Drosselmeyer: Denis Savin
Stahlbaum: Alexey Loparevich
Mrs. Stahlbaum: Olga Suvorova
Mouse King: Pavel Dmitrichenko
She-Devil: Victoria Litvinova
He-Devil: Morikhiro Ivata
The Bolshoi Ballet
/ Pavel Klinichev

Bolshoi Ballet Collection: The Nutcracker
Libretto by Yuri Grigorovich based on the story by E.T.A Hoffmann with Marius
Petipa 
The Bolshoi Ballet

Choreography by Yuri Grigorovich, Set and costume designs Simon Virsaladze, Lighting design Mikhail Sokolov

A masterpiece of classical dance, and a Christmas favourite with audiences everywhere, this Nutcracker is a magical
version of the score by Tchaikovsky filmed at the Bolshoi Theatre.
Since its première in Saint-Petersburg in 1892, The Nutcracker has been one of the most successful classical ballets and
Tchaikovsky's score has become one of his most famous compositions. Yuri Grigorovich deals with Hoffmann’s fantastic
imagery and takes ideas from Marius Petipa’s scenario: battle of the mice, snowflakes flurry, character dances executed
by the dolls that came to life… 
The most talented soloists of the Bolshoi Ballet appear in this production including Nina Kaptsova (Marie) and Artem
Ovcharenko (the Nutcracker Prince) and Denis Savin (Drosselmeyer).



RELEASE DATE
5TH DECEMBER 2011

Label: Alia Vox
File Under: Classical
Catalogue No: AVSA9888
Barcode: 7619986398884
2 NORMAL PRICE SACDs
Packaging: luxury digibook
Montserrat Figueras, Lior Elmaleh, 
Gursoy Dincer, Pierre Hamon, 
Driss Elmalouni, Pedro Estevan
Ferran Savall, 
HESPERION XXI / Jordi Savall

Mare Nostrum

'Mare Nostrum' (Latin for “Our Sea”) was a Roman name for the Mediterranean Sea, an area that may be regarded as
the greatest place of exchange and dialogue in the history of human kind. Of course, music is no exception. In this new
lavishly illustrated CD book, Jordi Savall invites us to explore the myth of the Mediterranean Sea as mother of people and
cultures, from Morocco to Israel, from Spain to Lebanon. The antique Greek illustration on the front cover underlines how
far-reaching - in space and time - this project is.

•	Major interview with Jordi and front cover of November Gramophone

Unamatica de ruda MAROCCO, Saltarello (Cantigas de Santa Maria) SPAIN, Chant de minuit HEBREW, Gagauski
(Kaval, Morisca & perc.) TURKEY, Berceuse Amazig MAROCCO, A la una yo naci (instr.) SEPHARAD, Uskudar
TURKEY, La Armada Turca SEPHARAD, Lamoledet LEBANON, Las Estrellas de los cielos SEPHARAD, Angeli. Kurdi
Pesrev GREECE, Adonenu Elohenu SEPHARAD, SelimIII. 1800. Pesendide "Saz Semarsi" ISRAEL, Jewish
Lullaby:Noumi noumi JERUSALEM

SACD2: Kanun Impro. (Hakan) TURKEY, Shaar petach ISRAEL, En la Santa Helena (instr.) SEPHARAD, Nana
andaluza ANDALUS, El Rey que tantomadruga (instr.) SEPHARAD, Shadi al alhan MAROCCO, Estampita ITALY,
Lullaby:GREECE, El cant dels Aucells (instr.) CATALOGNE, Invocatio ISRAEL, Taksim & Makam "RastMurass'a"
TURKEY, Alef, memshin Sepharade, Intro & dansa Bulgara Bulgarie, Mireu el nostremar improv Mare Nostrum 



RELEASE DATE
5TH DECEMBER 2011

Label: Winter&Winter
File Under: crossover
Catalogue No: 910190-2
Barcode: 025091019021
NORMAL Price CD
Packaging: digipack
Uri Caine Ensemble

MAHLER - CAINE The Drummer Boy
Rhinelegend, I Often Think They Have Merely Gone Out! The Drummer Boy, 
Two Blue Eyes, Adagietto, When Your Mother Comes In The Door, 
I Went Out This Morning Over The Countryside, Dark Flame 
Uri Caine Ensemble

100 years ago, the Austrian, Jewish-catholic artist Gustav Mahler died. Uri Caine has specialised in adaptations of
Mahler’s Music and here Winter & Winter present a ‘best of’ his Mahler albums to date. 
The Drummer Boy begins with the waltz rhythm of ‘Rhinelegend’ introducing the wonderful actor and singer Josef
Bierbichler – followed by ‘Kindertotenlieder’, the famous ‘Adagietto’ from the 5th Symphony and among other highlights
‘Two Blue Eyes’ with the Jewish cantor Aaron Bensoussan, the American poet Shulamith Wechter Caine (Uri Caine’s
mother) and with an outstanding piano solo by Uri Caine himself.

From the acclaimed albums:
9100004-2 Primal Light – Urlicht [1997] 
910046-2 Mahler in Toblach [2 CD] [1999] 

910095-2 Dark Flame [2003] 
“Caine’s trick in these uproarious, sometimes beautiful, sometimes scary renditions is to play around without sending up.
Even when blasted with electronics, Mahler remains cherishable Mahler.” Geoff Brown, The Times, 27 February 2004,
4/5

915003-7 Mahler Detaching from the World (DVD]
"Handsomely produced and packed, this DVD should appeal to Mahler aficionados and neophytes alike.  If you've never 
experienced Caine's postmodern provocations, this might just be the place to start." Gramophone, May 2006 



RELEASE DATE
5TH DECEMBER 2011

Label: Orfeo d'Or
File Under: Opera & Vocal
Catalogue No: C816112i
Barcode: 4011790816227
 2 MID PRICE CDs
Packaging: cristal
Ileana Cotrubas (Violetta Valéry)
Edita Gruberova (Flora Bervoix)
Emmy Loose (Annina)
Nicolai Gedda (Alfredo)
Cornell MacNeil (pere Germont)
Kurt Equiluz (Gastone)
Ernst Gutstein, Harald Pröglhöf,  
Herbert Lackner, Mario Guggia
Chorus & Orchestra of the 
Vienna State Opera /
Josef Krips (conductor)

VERDI -  La Traviata, 1971 Vienna
Ileana Cotrubas
Edita Gruberova
Nicolai Gedda
Cornell MacNeil
Kurt Equiluz 
Josef Krips 

Artistic risks facing a leading company like the Vienna State Opera are new productions of the core repertory. By 1971,
when a new production of Verdi’s 'La Traviata' was staged under the musical direction of Josef Krips, the house could
already look back on more than 200 performances of the work since the end of the Second World War. Krips himself had
already conducted the opera, including a performance in the company’s temporary home at the Theater an der Wien, but
none of the three principals had previously appeared in their roles in Vienna. 
For the protagonist, Ileana Cotrubas, the first night also marked a huge step forward on the road to an international
career. Few young sopranos – especially in a performance captured live on the radio – have been as successful in
achieving so convincing and touching a balance between the vocal agility needed in the opening act and the lyricism and
expressive depth of the following acts of the opera. During the years that followed, Violetta became a role that Ileana
Cotrubas was often invited to sing in Vienna and with which she was closely associated not only there but elsewhere too,
including appearances at the Royal Opera, Covent Garden and the Metropolitan Opera, New York. Both in New York and
in Vienna it was Cornell MacNeil who as Giorgio Germont had the task of persuading her to renounce her love of Alfredo,
which he did with his powerful Heldenbariton voice – it was not entirely unexpected when only a year later he appeared
in Vienna as Wagner’s 'Flying Dutchman'. Alfredo himself was sung by Nicolai Gedda, who found in the part a particularly
congenial Italian role to set alongside so many others in a repertory of almost unimaginable breadth. His phrasing was
wonderfully simple and yet precisely adapted to his partners’ needs. Not for a moment did he force his voice and yet the
top C at the end of his second-act aria could not have been more perfectly focused. Add to this the clear dramatic
accents that he brought to the role, and no one in the audience could have wished for a better performance of the figure
of the young lover. The rest of the ensemble, which included a young Edita Gruberova as Flora Bervoix, was admirably
attuned to the flexible nature of Krips’s Italianate style of conducting. If only all the classics of the repertory could always
be presented on this same high level…



RELEASE DATE
5TH DECEMBER 2011

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Other
Classical
Catalogue No: SIGCD277
Barcode: 635212027721
NORMAL Price CD + DVD
Packaging: cristal
Nicolas Hodges (piano)
London Sinfonietta 
Thomas Adès (conductor)
Tal Rosner & Sophie Clements (visuals), 
Thomas Adès & Rolf Hind (pianos)

Thomas ADES In Seven Days 
Conlon NANCARROW, arr. Thomas Adès Piano Studies Nos. 6 & 7 
 • DVD Extra: Thomas Adès and Tal Rosner in conversation
Tal Rosner
London Sinfonietta
Thomas Adès
Rolf Hind

The London Sinfonietta combine two works from Thomas Adès, one of the most distinctive and popular voices in modern
composition. Both works feature accompanying films (by Tal Rosner and Sophie Clements) that are included in this
CD/DVD set.
'In Seven Days' is a musical interpretation for piano and orchestra of the biblical ‘creation’ by Thomas Adès, composed in
collaboration with a film-piece by the artist and filmmaker Tal Rosner. Both music and film evoke the processes of the
creation rather than the objects described in the movement titles, using simple elements in repeated and evolving
contexts in a perpetual state of flux, change and growth. 
The 'Piano Studies' Nos 6 & 7 are arrangements of player-piano works by the American composer Conlon Nancarrow.
An influential figure to generations of composers, Nancarrow’s studies for the player-piano (or pianola) allowed him to
generate music of extreme rhythmic complexity in a multitude of inventive ways. These arrangements for two pianos by
Thomas Adès capture the strange magic of the originals, where fragmented musical ideas are played off against each
other in a wild, almost jazz-like way. The works are accompanied by film-visualisations by Tal Rosner and Sophie
Clements.



RELEASE DATE
5TH DECEMBER 2011

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: SIGCD276
Barcode: 635212027622
NORMAL Price CD
Packaging: cristal
Hila Plitmann (soprano); Julian Bliss (clarinet);
Christopher Gylnn (piano); Thomas Bowes
(violin); Andres Kaljuste (viola);

The Ancient Question: a voyage through Jewish Songs
Trad. arr. Hila PLITMANN Five Yiddish Songs, 
Lori LAITMAN I Never Saw Another Butterfly,  Aharon HARLAP Tehilim (Psalms),

Eric WHITACRE Five Hebrew Love Songs, Sharon FARBER Bridges of Love 
Hila Plitmann
Julian Bliss
Thomas Bowes

The grammy-award winning artist Hila Plitmann is known worldwide for her astonishing musicianship, light and beautiful
voice, and the ability to perform challenging new works. 
On this disc she brings together a very personal programme that draws on her familial roots in Jewish culture and song;
from traditional folk music (Five Yiddish Songs), to contemporary compositions (Bridges of Love, Tehilim and I Never
Saw Another Butterfly). The disc also features the 'Five Hebrew Love Songs', with poetry by Plitmann set to music by the
composer Eric Whitacre (her husband). 



RELEASE DATE
5TH DECEMBER 2011

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: SIGCD261
Barcode: 635212026120
NORMAL Price CD
Packaging: cristal
David Goode (organ)

J.S. Bach: 1714 Silbermann Organ of Freiberg Cathedral
Toccata, Adagio & Fugue BWV564, Concerto BWV593, 
Schmücke dich, o liebe Seele BWV654, Prelude & Fugue BWV544, 
Vater unser in Himmelreich BWV682, Prelude & Fugue BWV541, 
O Mensch bewein’ dein’ Sünde groß BWV622, Passacaglia & Fugue BWV582
David Goode 

David Goode performs a grand selection of some of Bach’s best organ works – including the famed Passacaglia and
Fugue in C minor – providing modern listeners with a unique chance to hear Bach’s music as congregations of that
period may have done. 
The Gottfried Silbermann organ of Freiberg cathedral is one of a handful of such 18th-century instruments (built during
Bach’s lifetime) to have remained largely unmodified to this day. Bach’s work as an organ inspector shows that he tested
and inaugurated a number of Silbermann’s organs in Germany and, although there is no record that he played this
instrument, its sound is undoubtedly one that Bach would have recognised and composed for. 



RELEASE DATE
5TH DECEMBER 2011

Label: Audite
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: AUDITE87101
Barcode: 4022143871015
Price on application
Format: 14 LPs
Packaging: special box
Wilhelm Furtwängler 
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra

Wilhelm Furtwängler Berlin Philharmonic 1947-54 - LP Edition
RIAS Recordings Live in Berlin

Original Dynamics 14 LPS

Responding to the huge demand for the LP version of their internationally successful Furtwängler 12-CD boxed set,
Audite now presents a selection of recordings in LP format for audiophile vinyl enthusiasts. This LP boxed set comprises
14 LPs on 180g vinyl and presents the principal works of the CD boxed set. 
The majority of the concerts given by Wilhelm Furtwängler and the Berlin Philharmonic between 1947 and 1954 were
recorded by the RIAS Berlin. The original tapes from the RIAS archives have been made available for the first time for
this edition so these recordings also offer unsurpassed technical quality. 
These RIAS recordings are documents of historical value: they contain a major part of Furtwängler’s late oeuvre as a
conductor. His core repertoire was the symphonic works of Beethoven, Brahms and Bruckner (CD & LP box),
supplemented by works by Bach and Handel and also by topical composers of the time, including Hindemith, Blacher
and Fortner (CD box only).  
His interpretations demonstrate extremely high levels of focus: concentration and focus for him meant a contemporary
decoding, a re-creation, which would express the fundamental content of a work. 
A number of works – the Third, Fifth and Sixth Symphonies by Beethoven as well as Brahms’ Third Symphony – are
included in two interpretations. They reveal how Furtwängler was able to accentuate different aspects of a work whilst
maintaining the same, clear basic conception – and how the actual interpretation depended on the context of the
particular programme. 
•	Legendary Recordings, 1st Master Release 

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 6 in F major, Op. 68 ‘Pastorale’ (25-05-1947) 42:24, Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67
(25-05-1947) 32:38, Symphony No. 6 in F major, Op. 68 ‘Pastorale’ (23-05-1954) 44:37, Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op.
67 (23-05-1954) 34:35, Symphony No. 3 in E-flat major, Op. 55 ‘Eroica’ (20-06-1950) 52:26, Symphony No. 3 in E-flat
major, Op. 55 ‘Eroica’ (08-12-1952) 55:06
BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 8 in C minor 2nd Version 1890, Edition Robert Haas (15-03-1949) 76:04
SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 8 in B minor, D. 759 ‘Unfinished’ (15-09-1953) 23:17, Symphony No. 9 in C major, D. 944
‘The Great’ (15-09-1953) 52:30
BRAHMS: Symphony No. 4 in E minor, Op. 98 (24-10-1948) 41:24, Symphony No. 3 in F major, Op. 90 (18-12-1949)
38:44, Variations on a theme by Joseph Haydn, Op. 56a (20-06-1950) 20:22, Symphony No. 3 in F major, Op. 90
(27-04-1954) 37:04
WAGNER: Tristan und Isolde (27-04-1954) 17:44
live recordings: Titania-Palast, Berlin (1947 - 1954)



RELEASE DATE
5TH DECEMBER 2011

Label: Audite
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: AUDITE92576
Barcode: 4022143925763
NORMAL Price SACD
Packaging: digipack
Judith Ingolfsson (violin)
Vladimir Stoupel (piano)

STRAVINSKY Divertimento 
SHOSTAKOVICH Violin Sonata Op. 134
Judith Ingolfsson
Vladimir Stoupel 

The 'Divertimento' for violin and piano by Igor Stravinsky, written in 1932 as an arrangement of his ballet 'Le Baiser de la
Fée', and the sonata for violin and piano by Dmitri Shostakovich, composed in 1968 on the occasion of David Oistrakh’s
60th birthday, could hardly be more disparate: Stravinsky’s work is a spirited homage to Tchaikovsky, based on songs
and piano pieces by that composer, whereas the Shostakovich is a profound and mysterious contribution to the genre of
the violin sonata. Both works, however, share a preference for an allegorical and deeply mysterious idiom and symbolism
which, in Stravinsky’s case, results in brilliant, but also cool, “music on music”, whereas Shostakovich’s piece appears as
a form of internal biography. For interpreters performing both pieces for one disc or in the same concert, one of the main
challenges and attractions of this combination lies in tracing the cultural, musical and political experiences and values
shared by both composers. In this performance, Judith Ingolfsson and Vladimir Stoupel have accomplished that task with
mastery.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
audite21402 SCRIABIN Complete Piano Sonatas/Vladimir Stoupel (3 CDs)
audite97486 VIEUXTEMPS Complete Works for Viola & Piano /Thomas Selditz, Vladimir Stoupel



RELEASE DATE
5TH DECEMBER 2011

Label: Praga Digitals
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: DSD250286
Barcode: 794881996025
NORMAL Price SACD
Packaging: cristal
Sasha Rozhdestvensky (violin)
Josiane Marfurt (piano)
Michal Kanka (cello)

Chamber works for violin
Tzigane, Sonata in G, Berceuse sur le nom de Gabriel Fauré, Sonata 
Sasha Rozhdestvensky
Josiane Marfurt
Michal Kanka

In 1969 Gennady Rozhdestvensky married the brilliant pianist Viktoria Postnikova, who first shot to fame at the Leeds
International Piano Competition; their son is the internationally acclaimed violinist Alexander, or Sasha, Rozhdestvensky. 
He has appeared at the Proms, the Barbican and the Festival Hall in London and has made well-regarded cds for both
Delos and Chandos usually in Russian repertoire. Here he exhibits clear, precise, rhythmic refinement as free as it is
polished. 

“One of the most talented and refined violinists of his generation.” Yehudi Menuhin 

“He belongs to the great line of outstanding artists. His approach and relationship to Music and the Violin is intense,
highly sensitive and intelligent.” Ivry Gitlis 

“A brilliant young Russian violinist.” The Financial Times 

“An electrifying performance, not just beautiful, but bursting with the kind of brio that makes you sit up and listen”
Gramophone
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Canticum Novum
Emmanuel Bardon (conductor)

Paz, Salam & Shalom
Noches buenas, Miragres fremosos, Des oge mais, El Rey de Francia, 
La estrellas de los cielos, Por allì pasò un cavallero, Santa Marìa, Strela do dia, 
Danza ritual, Ir me quiero, Madre, 
Canticum Novum
Emmanuel Bardon

Paz, Salam & Shalom journeys through music at the crossroads of the Middle Ages, intersecting Jewish, Christian and
Islamic influences.
Emmanuel Bardon’s booklet note says that Canticum Novum had no difficulty in choosing the Sephardic repertoire, the
repertory of the Muslim tradition and Alfonso El Sabio’s Cantigas de Santa Maria.
Touching the heartbeat, the lost harmony, of a constantly evolving humanity, Emmanuel Bardon and Canticum Novum,
founded in 1996, conjure a revitalising experience, the "perfect union between earth and heaven".
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L’Apothéose: 
Enrico Di Felice (flute)
Daniele Bovo (cello)
Francesco Bianco (harpsichord)

TELEMANN 6 Nouvelles Sonatines Hamburg 1730/1731
Sonatina I TWV 41:e3 / Sonatina II TWV 41:c2 Sonatina III TWV 41:D7 
Sonatina IV TWV 41:G7 Sonatina V TWV 41:a4 / Sonatina VI TWV 41:E1
L’Apothéose

 “Amongst the wealth of instrumental music written by Telemann, the compositions destined for the flute are of
fundamental importance both in their own right and in the context of seventeenth century flute music as a whole. A noted
eclectic composer, Telemann published several collections of sonatas dedicated to the flute between 1728 and 1734,
each with its own diverse characteristics. [...] Amongst these works, all of which are as greatly appreciated today as
when they were first published, the Nouvelles Sonatines came to light, published in Hamburg in 1730/31. This collection,
made up of six sonatas with a figured bass accompaniment, has been until recently unexplored due to an incomplete
score with the bass part missing. [...] On a purely compositional level, the Nouvelles Sonatines do not follow a single
stylistic pattern or methodic path similar to those present in the works by Telemann where attention is drawn to the
didactic intention. It is also not completely clear as to why Telemann should call them sonatine. The compositions that
make up the collection are what can be defined as standard dimension both in relation to the period and the personal
style of the composer. Regarding the difficulty of performance, they are by no means technically simpler, and therefore
not written for amateur instrumentalists. The description nouvelles seems much more appropriate as the sonatas in this
collection often, although not always, explore more modern territory that will later lead to the Galante style. [...] In brief,
the collection lacks homogeneity in one sense, but exhibits the extraordinary ecleticism of Telemann that alternates, in a
well-balanced way, tradition and innovation”.
(Enrico Di Felice, liner notes)
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Caterina Tragu-Röhrig, 
Roberta Invernizzi [sopranos]
Roberto Balconi [countertenor],
Antonio Abete [bass]
Il Complesso Barocco /
Alan Curtis [harpsichord & direction]

Il Pastor Fido
Madrigali amorosi
Roberta Invernizzi
Il Complesso Barocco
Alan Curtis

D'INDIA Il Pastor Fido IV, ix: Se tu, Silvio crudel, Ma, se con la pietà, Dorinda, ah! diro “mia”, Ferir quel petto Silvio?
Silvio, come son lassa, Tutto il dì piango, Or che’l ciel e la terra, Voi ch’ascoltate, Io viddi in terra angelici costumi, 
Mentre che’l cor 
MONTEVERDI Or che’l ciel e la terra, Voi ch’ascoltate, Il Pastor Fido IV, ix: Ecco Silvio, colei, Ma, se con la pietà,
Dorinda, ah! dirò “mia”, Ecco piegando le ginocchia, Ferir quel petto, Silvio?  
MARENZIO Il Pastor Fido IV, ix: Se tu dolce mio ben mi saettasti, Dorinda, ah! dirò “mia”, Ferir quel petto Silvio? 
Anima cruda sì, ma però bella

The three madrigal cycles by three of the most important figures of the Italian proto-Baroque: Claudio Monteverdi,
Sigismondo d’India, and Luca Marenzio. All three are based on the same scene from Guarini’s famous tragicomedy “Il
pastor fido" and reflect the vivid and dramatic changes undergone by the Renaissance madrigal, bringing it to its
spectacular climax of expressive maturity and its inevitable demise. 
Il Complesso Barocco founded in 1992 by Alan Curtis is today one of the leading ensembles for the music of Handel and
the Italian baroque. Their first CDs in the 90s together with appearances at major international festivals and concert
series quickly established their reputation for arresting and passionately expressive interpretations rich in fantasy,
together with high standards of intonation and stylistic accuracy.

Also available: PC 10229 Gesualdo Sesto libro de madrigali
Il Complesso Barocco / Alan Curtis
“For sensitivity to Gesualdo’s recherché methods, few can beat Alan Curtis.” BBC Music Magazine, April 2011 *****/*****
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Le Parlement de Musique:
Dorothée Leclair (soprano)
Martin Gester (harpsichord & direction)

Le Retour De La Paix; Cantates et Concerts Royaux 
MONTECLAIR La Guerre [extracts from 5th concert], 
Le Retour de la Paix – Cantata, 
La Paix -divertissement  [extracts from 6th Concert], 
2nd concert in C min, 
CLERAMBAULT La Félicité -sonata,  L’isle de Délos - Cantata
Le Parlement de Musique
Dorothée Leclair
Martin Gester

These cantatas and concerts compose an appealing pastorale of Peace restored, vividly evoking the sound of war - as
imagined at court, with symphonies of trumpets, fifes and drums, followed by an invocation to peace, whose descent is
followed by divertissements to the sound of musettes and the delights of the Isle of Delos, the domain of Apollo,
surrounded by the Muses and happy birds and shepherds. 
With the soprano Dorothée Leclair, an exciting new discovery.
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Israel Philharmonic Orchestra /
Zubin Mehta (conductor)

MAHLER - Symphony No. 7
The Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
Zubin Mehta

In the summer of 1905, Mahler suffered a creative block.  He was at his wits' end.  He resigned himself to return to
Krupendorf, the shore opposite his summer retreat, empty handed.  "At the first stroke of the oars the rhythm and the
character of the introduction came into my head", he later wrote to his wife.  Armed with this inspiration, he composed
like a man possessed – the 1st, 3rd and 5th movements were completed in a month.  
Recorded live at the Mann Auditorium Tel Aviv February 2007
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Alexander Gorin (organ)
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra/
Zubin Mehta (conductor)

BRAHMS - Symphony No.4, 
SAINT-SAËNS - Symphony No.3 'Organ'
The Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
Zubin Mehta

Brahms' Fourth Symphony, his last, was completed in 1885, twelve years before his death.  Perhaps, having reached
such perfection in his Fourth Symphony, Brahms was less inclined to write another.
In his Third Symphony, Saint-Saëns, himself a highly accomplished organist – hailed by Frans Liszt as the greatest in the
world, gives us the first work to place the organ in a prominent role in a symphonic setting.
Recorded in the Mann Auditorium, Tel Aviv, 11/2006 [Brahms], 10/2007 [Saint-Saëns]
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Les Dissonances / 
David Grimal

BEETHOVEN - Symphony No. 5
The creatures of Prometheus Op.43 
David Grimal
Les Dissonances

This second Beethoven recording by Les Dissonances in aid of the homeless is available in a CD edition and on DVD
with pictures by Heliox Films.
Recorded live in Dijon, it reflects the tour on which the ensemble is about to embark (October 2011), with concerts
centred on Beethoven's Second Symphony. 
Conducted by violinist David Grimal, Les Dissonances present an exciting, exhilarating interpretation of this masterpiece,
with just a few months to go before Christmas, as an act of solidarity.
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Zhu Xiao-Mei (piano)

MOZART: Piano works
12 Variations K330 sur "Ah! Vous dirais-je maman" K265, Sonata K330, 
Fantaisie K396,  1-6 Adagio K54, 9 Variations on a minuet by Duport K573, 
Sonata K576, Andante K616
Zhu Xiao-Mei

At the age of ten Zhu Xiao-Mei  entered the Peking Conservatory where her brilliant studies were interrupted by the years
of the Cultural Revolution. She was sent to a re-education camp on the border of Inner Mongolia for five years. On
returning to Peking, she completed her studies and left China as soon as the regime gave its first signs of opening to the
outside world. In 1980 she emigrated to the United States, settling in Paris in 1984. Zhu Ziao-Mei gives few concerts,
appearing in public usually to perform demanding works: ‘mountains of the soul’.
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Zhu Xiao-Mei [piano]

J.S. BACH: The Well-tempered Clavier Book 1  
Zhu Xiao-Mei 

Zhu Xiao-Mei copied out the Well-Tempered Clavier by hand whilst in a labour camp during the Cultural revolution.
Classical music was banned and this was one of the few scores she managed to obtain in secret. The notebook that she
used is very precious to her and is now featured in the CD packaging.
“I tell myself that if this music had so great an impact on me in that environment, it can touch anyone anywhere in the
world.”
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Guillaume Coppola (piano)
Guillaume Coppola

LISZT: Un Portrait
La Danza - Tarantella napoleatana, Funérailles, Bagatelle sans tonalité, 
Saint François de Paule marchant sur les flots, Consolations, Vallée d'Obermann,

Rêve d'amour - Nocturne n°3, Rhapsodie hongroise n°2
Guillaume Coppola

"Franz Liszt is a key Romantic figure. My idea was to draw his portrait… in music. I wanted to bring out the richness and
complexity of Liszt through his different sources of inspiration. ... Franz Liszt was perfectly familiar with the ideas of his
time: those of philosophers such as Lamennais and Saint-Simon, of writers such as Senancour, Sainte-Beuve, Byron,
Victor Hugo. He took inspiration from them for many of his pieces: 'Vallée d’Obermann', for instance, or the
'Consolations'. And like all his contemporaries he was fascinated by the Faust myth, which was to haunt him until his very
last works, such as the 'Bagatelle ohne Tonart', his final vision of Mephisto and music looking to the future…"
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Florian Deuter (violin)
Philippe Grisvard (harpsichord)
Balázs Máté (cello - BWV1021 & 1023)

J.S. BACH - Sonatas for violin & harpsichord
BWV 1014-1019, 1023, 1021 
Florian Deuter
Philippe Grisvard
Balázs Máté

Florian Deuter is one of the most sought-after baroque violinists of his generation. He has served as concertmaster and
violinist of the Amsterdam Baroque Orchester (Ton Koopman), The Gabrieli Consort (Paul McCreesh), La Chapelle
Royale/Collegium Vocale (Philippe Herreweghe). At the behest of Reinhard Goebel, he served as first violin and
concertmaster of Musica Antiqua Köln for six years and with this group toured the world and recorded extensively for
Deutsche Grammophon.He has recently recorded the sonatas of J. S. Bach with harpsichordist Christian Rieger. Since
April 2000 Deuter has been the concertmaster of the Musiciens du Louvre (Marc Minkowski). and in 2003 he founded the
chamber music group Harmonie Universelle. Audad.com called his Vivaldi Concertos set, also for Eloquentia “One of the
best Vivaldi collections to appear in recent years”.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
EL0815 VIVALDI: 12 Violin Concertos – Florian Deuter / Harmonie Universelle (2 CDs)
“Period instruments, yes, but played with such panache and stylistic frenzy, meaning rugged double-stops, extreme
dynamics, and a sense of furiously rapid virtuosity, the members of Harmonie Universelle know how to put this stuff
across in order to convince even the most waywardly-doubtful among Vivaldi’s critics (and believe it or not, they are out
there).
The sound on this two-disc set is terrific, subtly state-of-the-art (well, almost—no surround), and I can’t really think of a
better two-disc collection of concertos on the market, and there have been many. Wholeheartedly recommended for
anyone who loves this composer.” AUDAD.COM
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Daniel Gaede (violin)
Xuesu Liu (piano)
Philharmonisches Streichsextett Berlin

KORNGOLD: Works for Violin & Piano, String Sextet Op. 10
Schneemann, Caprice Fantastique, Mariettas Lied, Mädchen im Brautgemach,
Holzapfel und Schlehwein, Gartenszene, Mummenschanz,  Tanzlied des Pierrot
Daniel Gaede, Xuese Liu, Philharmonisches String Sextet

Korngold’s ballet ‘The Snowman’ (Der Schneemann) was one of his early major achievements written at the age of
eleven. Shortly afterwards he composed’Wichtelmännchen’ and the ‘Caprice fantastique’ from the ‘Fairy Tale Pictures’
Op. 3 for piano. Two hits from the successful opera ‘Die Tote Stadt’ follow: ‘Glück, das mir verblieb’ andthe ‘Tanzlied des
Pierrot’ are essentially waltzes, highly eloquent in the versions for violin. 
The Sextet stems from 1914/15, just after the completion of ‘Violanta’; the première being given in 1917 by an ensemble
directed by Arnold Rosé, the famous concertmaster of the Vienna Philharmonic. Korngold draws on classical forms, but
touches with the gifts of an ingenious adolescent, evoking comparison with passages of the Schoenberg sextet ‘Verklärte
Nacht’ of 1899. 
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Bernhard Forck (direction & solo violin)
Radek Baborák, Andreij Zust (horns)
Raimar Orlovsky (2nd violin) 
Rüdiger Liebermann, Zoltan Almasi, 
Kotowa Machida, Barbara Duven (violins)
Walter Küssner, Julia Gartemann (violas) 
Kristin v.d. Goltz (cello), Klaus Stoll (bass)
Michaela Hasselt (harpsichord)
Miwako Yoshioka, Viola Orlovsky (oboes)
Mor Biron (bassoon)

Berliner Barocksolisten - Telemann, Zelenka
ZELENKA Capriccio No.3 ZWV 184 
TELEMANN Konzert for Horn, Strings TWV51:D8, 
Konzert for 2 horns, 2 violins, strings TWV54:Es1, 
Konzert for 2 horns, strings TWV52:D2 
Ouvertüre (Suite)  for strings TWV55:G1 ‘La Musette’
Berliner Barocksolisten
Radek Baborák

The music sounds like a sonic allegory on transience and futility, just like the elapsing of time or the dwindling vitality.
The “festive baroque” demonstrates a delicate sensorium for the downsides of earthly pleasures.  Vanitas vanitatum!
Vanity of vanities; all is vanity! 
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Pi-Hsien Chen (piano)

J.S.BACH - Goldberg Variations BWV988  
Pi-Hsien Chen

Bach’s commission to compose the 'Goldberg' Variations was from the Russian envoy, Graf Hermann von Keyserlingk,
at the court in Dresden. The oft-quoted story goes that the Earl, suffering from insomnia, asked for piano pieces of a “soft
and somewhat merry character”. His private harpsichordist, Johann Theophilus Goldberg, was to play them for him at
night to cheer him up. Bach complied willingly with the Earl’s request and created the extensive cycle of an aria with 30
variations. Keyserlingk was enthusiastic about the music and Bach received a golden goblet containing 100 Louis d’or. 

The Taiwan-born pianist Pi-hsien Chen is considered one of the outstanding interpreters of both classical and new music.
At the age of 10 she began her studies at the Cologne Academy of Music. Chen was won first prices at several
international competitions, i.e. the ARD Competition (Munich), the Bach Competition (Washington DC.) and the
Schönberg Competition (Rotterdam). The well-calculated spontaneity of her playing is characterised by great structural
clarity and a striking sense of cantabile. In addition to her regular performance schedule, Pi-hsien Chen has taught at the
Freiburg Academy of Music since 2004.
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Klaus Stoll (double bass)
José Vítores (guitar)

Klaus Stoll - Bassonoble
FRESCOBALDI Canzona, ORTIZ Recercarda Prima, 
VITALI Partita Per Il Violone 1-4; ANON Bian Yin Bari, CAGE Ryoanji for Bass, 
SCHULHOFF Schulhoff Text, Bass Nachtigall, Melancolia, Perpetuum Mobile,
Fuga, FEINSMITH Yizkor...

+ Hebraic Study No.2, KURTÀG Message – Consolation, REQUENA Porteno, BUONO Estudio Tango, CIBILS Inseln,
GRANADOS Intermezzo (Goyescas), CABARCOS Poema en Gris, VITORES Cancion sin Palabras 

A lifetime’s affection for the double bass, it’s sound and character, has resulted in the desire to present solo pieces for is
instrument by Klaus Stoll, 1st solo double bass of the Berlin Phil. In addition to solo pieces for double bass from the last
five centuries Stoll has recorded together with the Equadorian guitar player José Vítores ‘Intermezzo’ from the Goyescas
of Enrique Granados, ‘Poema en gris’ by Horacio Cabarcos (1923-1978) and one original composition of Vítores’ own:
‘Cancion sin Palabras’. 
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Martha Cluver (soprano), 
DSO Berlin/ Brad Lubman

Morton FELDMAN: Orchestra
Intersection I, Structures (1962), On Time and the Instrumental Factor (1969),
Voice and Instruments (1972], Orchestra (1976)
Martha Cluver
Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin
Brad Lubman

Despite the explosion of Feldman’s popularity and recordings of his works in recent years, his orchestral music has not
received the attention it deserves. This new CD presents four first recordings plus the first recording of Intersection I with
full orchestra — all performed in the studio, a coproduction between Deutschlandradio and Mode. A disc of amazing
discoveries!
Intersection I is a pivotal early graphic score, presented here in a realisation by Samuel Clay Birmaher. Muscular and
dynamic, it sounds like nothing else in Feldman’s oeuvre — the raw sound of an orchestra untamed. 
Structures and On Time and the Instrumental Factor (1969) are sister works from a transitional period in Feldman’s
music. Both pieces explore an atmosphere of suspended time, with the instruments acting like an orchestra of tolling
bells.
Voice and Instruments puts the sibylline voice in a wordless dialogue with the orchestra. Emphasis here is on the beauty
of a single sound, with each moment connected to the next by a spider’s thread.
Orchestra is a walk through the orchestral landscape. Patterns come and go of their own accord as the music moves into
unexplored territories. An important bridge between Feldman's middle and late works.

The American conductor Brad Lubman was Assistant Conductor to Oliver Knussen at the Tanglewood Music Center from
1989-94, and has since emerged as an unusually versatile conductor of orchestras and ensembles all over the world. He
has worked with a great variety of illustrious musical figures including Pierre Boulez, Luciano Berio, Steve Reich, Philip
Glass, Michael Tilson Thomas, and John Zorn.
The Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin was founded in 1946 in the American sector of Berlin as the
RIAS-Symphonie-Orchester. As its first principal conductor, from 1948, Ferenc Fricsay established the orchestra’s future
course: commitment to contemporary and stylish interpretation of the traditional repertoire. Their expertise with
contemporary music is evident in this committed and warm recording. 

"These are exceptional performances by Lubman and company, lacking the tentative, tiptoeing quality that sometimes
mars large-ensemble attempts at Feldman." Alex Ross, therestisnoise.com, 11 October 2011 
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The Brentano Quartet,  
Boston Musica Viva / 
Richard Pittman (conductor)

Chou WEN-CHUNG: Clouds
String Quartet No.1 ‘Clouds’ (1996), String Quartet No.2 ‘Streams’ (2003),
Twilight Colors (2007) for double trio of woodwinds and strings
The Brentano Quartet
Boston Musica Viva
Richard Pittman

Chou Wen-Chung met Edgard Varèse in 1949. Chou became Varèse’s apprentice and a lifelong friend by assisting him
in editing and revising his music, while sharing interests that included classical literature, sculpture and geometric
aspects of music. Chou later completed unfinished works by Varèse, including, ‘Nocturnal’. Unfortunately, Chou’s own
music is less known and Mode is pleased to release this CD of relatively recent works, deeply contemplative music for
string quartet and double trio; not unlike Beethoven’s late string quartets.  
Chou grew up in China. In 1946, he turned down a scholarship in architecture at Yale University in order to pursue music,
studying with Nicholas Slonimsky and with Edgard Varèse and Otto Luening in New York. In 1954, he became the first
technical assistant at Columbia’s Electronic Music Laboratory and was concurrently appointed the director of Chinese
music and drama. He has been a tireless champion of bridging Eastern and Western music and composers.
Chou developed compositional techniques for achieving what he calls the ‘re-merger’ of Eastern and Western musical
elements. This technique deals with the ancient Chinese concept that each single musical tone is capable of a wide
range of expression by itself; as well as the creation of a musical correlate to the beauty of Asian calligraphic
brushstrokes. 
Regarding String Quartet No.1 ‘Clouds’, Chou comments that the title refers literally to “the quality shared by cloud
formations and calligraphy: the continual process of change.”  
String Quartet No.2 ‘Streams’ can be seen as Chou’s homage to Bach’s 'Art of Fugue' and an attempt to extend the
traditional scope of fugal writing by constructing an elaborate contrapuntal system derived from Chinese theories of yin
and yang. Mark Steinberg, the first violinist of the Brentano String Quartet, described the first String Quartet as a huge
landscape compared to the second, which is more concentrated in having a specific route that it traverses: “it is not only
an homage to Bach, but a complete absorption of what Bach is in another idiom.”
In 'Twilight Colors', Chou drew inspiration from the exceptional colours he witnessed of the changing sky over the
Hudson River Valley at daybreak. He wished to capture the texture of the twilight sky with “its rich monochromatic hues
and tranquility devoid of sharp contrasts” — achieved through subtle variations in timbre among the instruments, vertical
structures which signify expansion, and linear structures signifying contraction in space. 
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Elmar Schrammel (piano)

Luc  FERRARI: Souvenir, Souvenir
Suite hétéroclite , Antisonate, Sonatine Elyb, Visage I 
Collection de petites pièces ou 36 enfilades pour piano et magnétophone, 
two pieces from: Fragments d’un journal intime 
Elmar Schrammel

"Anecdotic" is the term Luc Ferrari used to describe his music, portraying incidents, experiences and atmospheres in this
music. It is exactly this endeavour that characterises the works released on this CD. They were performed by the pianist
Elmar Schrammel who "brilliantly captured the polyglot aesthetics and left an impressive mark." (Frankfurter Rundschau) 
'Suite hétéroclite' becomes a sounding souvenir of his transatlantic cruise to Edgard Varèse. 
'Antisonate' clearly states the will not to establish the classical form. It is especially the musical substance that has to be
seen as an expression of savagery and non-conformity. 
'Sonatine Elyb' was written in the early 1950s. In keeping with the spirit of that decade, it follows the principle of serial
technique. 
'Visage I' juxtaposes two different compositional methods, contrasting serial and repetitive techniques. 
'Collection de petites pièces ou 36 enfilades pour piano et magnétophone', a collection of very short pieces, was
originally conceived as a sort of musical theatre. 
'Fragments d’un journal intime' reflects on a music-theatre play by Ferrari entitled ‘Journal intime’ which was premiered in
Paris in 1983. 
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Ludus Gravis contrabass ens: 
Daniele Roccato, Stefano Battaglia, Maurizio
Bucci, Pablo Di Gironimo, Simone Masina,
Giacomo Piermatti, Francesco Platoni,
Alessandro Schillaci, Laura Mancini (wooden
cube), Fabrizio Ottaviucci, Marino Formenti
(pianos), Rohan de Saram (cello), Stefano
Scodanibbio (conductor)

Galina USTVOLSKAYA 
Composition No. 2, Sonata No. 6, Grand Duet
Ludus Gravis 
Rohan de Saram
Stefano Scodanibbio 

At the beginning of her career, Galina Ustvolskaya, today known as one of the greatest female composers of Russia,
was regarded as an outsider in the Association of Composers of the former USSR. The fact that she mainly composed
for the desk drawer, however, was not only due to the repressive ignorance surrounding her, but also due to creative
psychological reasons: "My work routine is considerably different from that of other composers. I write when I get into a
state of grace. Afterwards, the work is left to rest for a while, and when its time has come, I will release it. When its time
doesn't come, I destroy it." 
'Grand Duet' for cello and piano (1959) is one of the pieces created past politically enforced concessions – at that time
without any prospect of a performance and a publishing house. This is why it could not be played until many years later. 
After a creative hiatus of several years, the first work created was the three-part series ‘Compositions’. To each of the
three compositions, Ustvolskya added a subtitle from parts of the Latin Mass Liturgy: 'Composition No. 2' (1972/73)
received the addition of ‘Dies irae’ – just one example of the affinity of her music to spirituality: "Although my works are
not religious in the liturgical sense, they are filled with a religious spirit." 
Ustvolskaya's six piano sonatas composed between the end of her studies with Shostakovich in 1947 and 1988 consist
mainly of one-part sequences of tones or powerful clusters of a rather percussive character – like her 'Sonata No. 6'.
However, the piano appears in Ustvolskaya's entire oeuvre and can be seen as the alter ego of her identity as a
composer. 
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Die Maulwerker: Michael Hirsch, Ariane Jeßulat,
Henrik Kairies, Christian Kesten, 
Katarina Rasinski, Steffi Weismann

Dieter SCHEBEL - Maulwerke
for articulatory organs and reproductory equipment [1968-74]  
Die Maulwerke

The present DVD for the first time presents the vocal composition ‘Maulwerke’ by Dieter Schnebel complete in its
different stages defined by Schnebel as relevant to the work: from the process of development by the performing
vocalists through the continuous work stages "Spiritual exercises – Productions – Communications" to the 'opus' to be
performed in public. 
The Maulwerker's strong abstraction and strictness in musical interpretation is continued in the cinematic interpretation.
The camera was assigned the role of participator in the development process from the very beginning. The resulting
documentary recordings of the work stages are part of the work, as Schnebel had in mind. Evolving from the components
"Spiritual exercises–Productions–Communications", the camera takes different creative camera positions in the film:
interpretative with regard to the scene, interpretative with regard to the sound, eliciting associations in a different (white)
space, or documentary. 
The film version of 2010 was developed by the Maulwerker and premiered as part of the project "Visual Music, for the
80th birthday of Dieter Schnebel" at the Berlin Akademie der Künste on 7 December 2010. 
The Maulwerker who have worked together for more than 20 years, mostly in this formation, are reputed to be specialists
in interfaces of the acoustic and the visual, in the connection of ear and eye, of body, sound and space, as well as in the
penetration of sound and silence 
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Marco Blaauw (double bell trumpet, trumpet,
live electronics)
Dominik Blum (Hammond organ, analogue
synthesiser)

Blue Dog
Yannis KYRIAKIDES Dog Song (Cerberus serenades Orpheus) 
Agostino DI SCIPIO Modes of Interference / 1 
Michèl KOENDERS Helm & Slinger 
David DRAMM (chaincurve) for double bell trumpet, Hammond organ and soundtrack 
Marco Blaauw
Dominik Blum 

The brilliant and versatile contemporary trumpet player Marco Blaauw belongs to the modern generation of
instrumentalists who have grasped that the further development of instruments and technical resources is part of the
evolution of new music. He therefore sees the computer as a stimulus, as an acoustic counterpart of the musician, and
as an instrument itself, which is there to be made use of in its potential. The four compositions recorded on this CD are
prime examples of this openness in performing and experimentation. 
They have been assembled by David Dramm, Yannis Kyriakides, Augostino di Scipio and Michèl Koenders who put both
the instrument and the musician in the limelight in a very individual manner and take the listener to unexpected realms of
sound: Yannis Kyriakides composes a tonally balanced interplay between instrument and tape with synthetic sounds,
Agostino Di Scipio integrates the trumpet into an unstable feedback system, Michèl Koenders processes trumpet sounds
in real time, and David Dramm stages a mixed-media constellation consisting of set and live components. 
Fabulous picture in the booklet of a double-belled trumpet with dog.
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Hiromi Kikuchi (violin)
Petra Hoffmann (soprano)
Ens Recherch

Milano Musica Festival 4: Kurtag, Sciarrino
Gyorgy KURTAG Hipartita Op. 43 Salvatore SCIARRINO Aspern Suite 
Ensemble Recherch

The Chapter Four of the collection that Stradivarius, in collaboration with RAI Radio 3, dedicates to the prestigious Milano
Musica Festival, one of the most important Italian festival devoted to Contemporary Classical Music.
Dedicated to the violinist Hiromi Kikuchi, its first interpreter in Berlin in 2005, the ample Hipartita by Kurtág is a collection
of eight different pieces not always originally for the violin – the first was for the flute, the fifth for the voice – re-elaborated
and ideally forming a collection in a single Score.
The short Henry James novel The Aspern Papers relates to the attempts made by an American art critic to come into
possession of the letters of the deceased Jeffrey Aspern, a poet venerated by him more than any other. Sciarrino wrote
the music for the staging Aspern in Singspiel form in 1978, later bringing it together in a Suite. We recognise in this music
some of the premises of the novel, but taken to the extreme. The opera
is pervaded by the presence of Mozart’s Nozze di Figaro, but this is not a case of transcriptions or of citations: the figure
of Mozart does not appear in its physical nature, with the overwhelming weight of its historical dimension, as happens in
many experiences of the modernity contemporary to the composition of Aspern. Rather, it is seen from a distance,
touched by the memory.

Milano Musica Festival Live collection (the previous 3 CDs):
STR 33870 Vol. 1 Xenakis - Lachenmann - Kurtág - Janá&#269;ek / Danel Quartet
STR 33871 Vol. 2 Xenakis - Varèse - Romitelli / Marieke Koster; Asko Ensemble; Stefan Asbury
STR 33872 Vol. 3 Gervasoni - Manzoni - Webern / Orchestra Sinfonica Nazionale della RAI; Lothar Koenigs
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Enrico Dindo (cello)
Orchestra Sinfonica Nazionale della RAI /
Roberto Abbado 
Jens McManama, 
Jean-Christophe Vervoitte (horns)
Ens Intercontemporain / Pierre Boulez
Quartetti d’archi di Torino

Milano Musica Festival 5: Francesconi, Fedele
Luca FRANCESCONI Rest, Ivan FEDELE Duo en resonance, Giovanni
VERRANDO Quartetto No. 2
Orchestra Sinfonica Nazionale della RAI
Roberto Abbado
Ens Intercontemporain 
Pierre Boulez

Stradivarius & Milano Musica proudly present Chapter Five of the Milano Musica Festival collection.
'Rest', dedicated to Luciano Berio in memoriam, was composed by Francesconi in 2003 and commissioned by the
Orchestra Sinfonica Nazionale della RAI. A sophisticated musician, the Milanese composer was careful to avoid falling
prey to the seductive temptation of paraphrase and parody. He does not present, in 'Rest', citations from Berio, nor does
he mimic the style. Rather, the piece is strongly permeated by a violent energy and by a multiplicity of absolutely
authentic and personal lexical and expressive style motives, completely consistent with the original style that one notes in
the now numerous titles of his symphonic catalogue.
As the title suggests, the concept of “resonance” is the central aspect of 'Duo en résonance', a composition by Ivan
Fedele for two horns and ensemble dated 1991: this aspect inspires not only the idea of sound, but also the forms
through which this idea is achieved.
Giovanni Verrando studied in Milan with Giacomo Manzoni and Niccolò Castiglioni, then in Siena with Franco Donatoni
and at the IRCAM in Paris, winning prestigious prizes, among which the “Togni” (1992) and the “Gaudeamus” (1995).
The composer speaks thus of the work: “The Quartetto n. 2  pursues that research into style founded on a relationship
which is more physical with sound and more immediate with the musical line. […] Research, therefore, that appeals to
[...] to a creative act that is not born from a cultural mediation (if not unconscious), but rather from a biological urge, freed
as much as possible from academic restrictions”.
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Ictus Ens / Georges-Elie Octors, 
Quartetto Keller, Emanuele Arciuli (piano),
Mario Caroli (flute), Giorgio Casati (cello), 
Luigi Gaggero (harpsichord)

Milano Musica Festival 6: Ligeti, Kurtag, Eotvos
LIGETI Kammerkonzert, KURTAG 6 Moments musicaux Op. 44 
BARTOK Szabadban (All’aria aperta), 
LISZT Hymne de la Nuit, Hymne du Matin, EOTVOS Psy
Ictus Ens
Georges-Elie Octors
Quartetto Keller
Emanuele Arciuli 
Mario Caroli 

Stradivarius & Milano Musica proudly present the Chapter Six of the Milano Musica Festival collection.
While Ligeti asserted, in presenting the 'Kammerkonzert', that the work could be regarded as a “lighter treatment” of the
Quartet No. 2, written two years previously, this could not be said of the virtuoso quality of the instrumental action.
Rather, thanks to the broadening of instrumental resources, we can even observe still more sophisticated results in
elaboration.
In the constellation of the works of Kurtág, the string quartet occupies a pre-eminent position, in which we find in the
highest concentration all those parameters of writing and poetics which inform the entire work of the Hungarian
composer. The 6 'Moments musicaux' for string quartet, dedicated to his son György, were written for the Bordeaux
International String Quartet Competition (June 2005): they are six pieces with an expressivity which is distilled and
explosive, spare and with palpitating incisiveness. 
Bartók finished composing 'Szabadban' in 1926. More than a suite in a traditional sense, it is a collection with a common
esoteric spirit of particular motives. Form, as always in Bartók, merges the strong immediacy of popularly-influenced
inspiration with subtle and reflective construction, rooted in a cultivated humus.
'Hymne de la Nuit' takes place in the form of a lyrical hymnody. Here we hear the echoes of the rhetorical questions
which fill Lamartine’s poem, which inspires the piece, the second of the 'Harmonies poétiques et religieuses', with its
pompous and sentimental religious feeling. Also 'Hymne du Matin' is inspired by a poem by Lamartine, the third of the
'Harmonies poétiques et religieuses', in which an enthusiastic religious inspiration emanates an extraordinary variety of
images and metres.
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